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ABSTRACT 
We review and extend some recent results concerning the structure of pattern- 
reduction matrices, which effect the reduction of the vet of a patterned matrix to the 
vector consisting only of the functionally independent elements of the matrix. The 
results are applied to the calculation of certain Jacobians, and to the construction of 
ellipsoidal confidence regions for covariance matrices, on the basis of maximum 
likelihood or robust M-estimators. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we review and extend some recent results concerning the 
structure of pattern-reduction matrices, which effect the reduction of the vet 
of a patterned matrix to the vector consisting only of the functionally 
independent elements of the matrix. Such matrices occur in the calculation of 
Jacobians, when the domain or range of the transformation is a patterned 
matrix, and in the elimination of singularities in the covariance matrices of 
random patterned matrices. Examples of such applications are given in 
Section 5. In Sections 2 and 3, we investigate the calculus of matrix differenti- 
ation, obtaining structural properties of pattern-reduction matrices from those 
of the (generally well-studied) J acobian matrices in which they appear. These 
properties are then exploited in Section 4, where we exhibit some general 
results on the determinants and inverses of combinations of pattern-reduction 
matrices with arbitrary Kronecker products. 
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By vet X, we understand the column vector formed from the columns of 
X, in their natural order. Of central importance is the vet permutation matrix 
Z (,,, 4 ), defined by its action 
vet A,,, = I,, 4j vet A’. (1.1) 
This is as in Henderson and Searle [4], who also [5] give a number of 
properties of vecX and I(_), together with an interesting history of their 
derivations. Further properties, with applications to the determination of 
moments in distributions related to the multivariate normal, may be found in 
Magnus and Neudecker [7]. We mention in particular the properties 
vecABC=(C’@A)vecB (Roth [171), (1.2) 
Z(~.m)(A~Xg~R,xn)Z~n,q)= R@A (MacRae [61). (1.3) 
See Graham [3] for properties of the Kronecker product @ and its role in 
matrix calculus. 
2. THE CALCULUS OF MATRIX DIFFERENTIATION 
In this section, we give some basic definitions and rules for calculating the 
derivatives of matrix-valued functions Y(X), with matrix-valued arguments X. 
It is assumed that the elements of X are functionally independent and 
variable. 
Our definition of a matrix derivative combines the common “vector 
rearrangement” definition with the “derivative operator” approach of 
MacRae [6], McCulloch [9], and Rogers [16]: 
g: = (vecY)(vec &)‘, (2.1) 
where a/ 8X = ( 8/&ri j) is a matrix of derivative operators, with multiplica- 
tion corresponding to partial differentiation. See Nel [12] for a comparison of 
several methods of defining matrix derivatives. The use of 8/8X allows (2.1) 
to extend naturally to higher derivatives: 
s:=&($)=(vecs)(vec&)’ (2.2) 
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It follows that for k > 2, 
akY a 
i ! ak-‘Y -= vecz BaXkpl. dXk (2.3) 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Taylor’s theorem can be conveniently formulated in the 
above notation. Let F: D c R q --, R p be n + 1 times differentiable on an 
open convex set Do c D. Let x,y E Do, set z = y - x, let zLkl be the k-fold 
iterated Kronecker product of z with itself, and let x represent the Schur 
product txz =(tr~i,..., t,z,)‘. Writing out the standard proof of Taylor’s 
theorem in matrix terms gives the following expansion, for some t, with 
O<ti<l, l<i<q: 
F(y) -F(x) = kg1 &[k-ll’@zp) 2~1 
u=x 
+ (Al)! --k [%3zp) sz . u=x+txz 
Let Y = Y(X), and denote by dY and dX the matrices of differentials. 
Then (Deemer and Olkin [2]) 
(Rl) vet dY = Avec dX iff JY/aX = A. 
A chain rule is immediate from (2.1): 
(R2) If 2 = Z(Y,,..., Y,) and Yi = Y,(X), then 
The next rule follows from (l.l), but may also be taken, as in McDonald and 
Swaminathan [lo], as defining Z(P,qj: 
(R3) a(Y,,,)‘/aY = ZCq_), so that 
a~’ z ay -= 
ax (q.p) ax * 
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An application of (1.2) gives 
(R4) JYiY, . . .Yr,,/aYi=Y,:...Yi;,@Y,...Yi_i (Y”=z, Y,,,+i=Z), so 
that 
ay, . . . Y,, I” 
dX 
= c (r,; ,... Y,‘,,@3Y,...Y,_,) 2 . 
i=l i 1 
In particular, 
a y, y, 
pxqqxr 
ax =(%@z,)g+(z,@Y,)~. 
The calculation of second and higher derivatives requires the differentia- 
tion of Kronecker products. For this, let Y,: pi X 9i be functions of X 
(1 < i < m). Put 
r-l ,r, 
ai= npj, Lyi=1; Pi= C Pj> Pntzll 
I it1 
i-l ,I, 
a,= ngj, a,=l; b;= nqj, Z&,=1. 
1 it1 
Let A,=Y,@ ... @Y,_,:a,Xa,; A,=l; Bi=Yi+i@ ... @Y,,t:&Xbi; R,,, 
= 1. Define Q: p9 x p9 by 
Then 
vec( A,@Y,@B,) = Q( vet Ai@vecYi@vec Bi) 
= Qi(vecAi@Zr,,,@vecRi)vecYi. 
The first equality above follows easily, once it is checked 
(2.4) 
for matrices 
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A,, Y,, BI of rank one; this in turn is straightforward. We then get 
(R5) With notation as above, 
ar,8 . . a~,,, 
ar, = Qi(vecA,@Z,,qf@vec B,), 
so that 
aq8 . . . a~,,, 
ax =i=l f Qi(vecAi@ g @vet B,). 
A particular case of (2.4) is 
vec(Y1@Y2) = iZ,,~Z~,,.,I,0Z,~)(vecYl~vecY2) 
(Neudecker and Wansbeek [14]), implying (Bentler and Lee [13]) 
a2y3 y2 
~ = dX c zY,@zI(Y,.YI., t3Zpi)jvecY1@3 2 + -!& @vecY2). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. To illustrate the use of these rules, and some useful 
techniques, we calculate a2X ‘/ aX 2, where X is p X p. Taking differentials 
in XX-r = Z and applying (Rl) gives 
ax-1 
- = - (X~r@X~‘), ax where X-r= (X-r)‘. (2.5) 
Put Q = Z,,@Z Cp,p,@Zp and apply (R5), then (1.1) and (R3), then (1.3) to get 
A basis of p”-dimensional Euclidean space is provided by vectors of the form 
a@b@c@d. Since the action of Q[Z Cp pj@Zp2] on such vectors is that of , 
Z (p p~r@Zp, these matrices are equal. This gives 
a2x-1 
-= [Z~~,,2,~Z,][I,~+Z~p*,p2~][X-T~X~1~vecX~’]. 
ax2 
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Inserting this into the expression in Example 2.1 and continuing gives the 
familiar expansion of the inverse of a matrix Y in terms of a “nearby” matrix 
x: 
y-1=x-' t (_zx-I)‘+( -ux-1)“+1 , 
[ i=O I 
where Z=Y-X, U=X+(T~2),0<t~~<l. 
3. PATTERNED MATRICES AND THEIR DERIVATIVES 
DEFINITION 3.1. A variable matrix X: r X s has (linear) pattern p (X E 
&~~“‘) if 
(i) X has p* functionally independent elements, arranged in some order 
as 
vecX: p* X 1; 
P 
(ii) The remaining TS - p* elements are linear combinations of the ele- 
ments of vecX. 
P 
We shall write 4~~“’ as dp. An equivalent definition is that X E ~4’~ iff 
there exists a permutation matrix Qp : TS X rs and a constant matrix A, : rs - 
p* x p* such that 
(3.1) 
where the elements of vecX are functionally independent. Note that this 
definition may be broade;ed to include matrices X with nonzero constant 
elements by applying it to X - C, where C contains only those nonzero 
constants in X. Nel [12] seems to overlook this distinction-his relation 6.1.2, 
corresponding to (3.2ii) below, can hold only if the constant elements of X are 
all zeros. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. 
(iii) Mp=GG+: rs~rs. 
(iv) X,={~,~~*X~S]ZZ,G,=Z,.}={Z!Z~]ZZ~=G~~+C(Z~~-M~)~~~ 
some C: p* X rs}. 
From this point onwards, any statement involving HP is to be understood 
as holding for any H, E Zp, in particular for Gl . In the following immediate 
consequences of Definition 3.2, X is any member of .A,: 
H,vecX = vecX, 
P 
(3.2i) 
G,vecX = vet X, 
P 
(3.2ii) 
M,vecX=vecX, (3.2iii) 
G,H,vecX = vecX, (3.2iv) 
MpGp = G, > (3.2~) 
H,M, = G; . (3.2vi) 
Following Henderson and Searle [4], Tracy and Singh [19], and Nel [12], 
we define derivatives of patterned matrices by restricting the vector re- 
arrangement method to the functionally independent elements. 
DEFINITION 3.3. If Y=Ap, X~A,,andY=Y(X),then 
avec Y 
aPy P -=-. $Y a ak-9 
a9x avecx. 
P* x 4*> 
P -=-vet ___ 
a,xk avecx l 1 a xk-' : p*q*k-’ x q*. 4 9 9 
Using (Rl) and (3.2i,ii), we have 
vet dY = H 
P 
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aPy -= 
a,* (3.3) 
with aY/aX calculated ignoring functional relationships. Then by induction, 
a,xk (3.4) 
where the exponent in square brackets denotes an iterated Kronecker prod- 
uct. 
LEMMA 3.1. For all Y=Y(X)E.Mp, * E ~$2 HP, HP>, E y;“,, H, E 
3,: 
and if aY/dX is invertible, then 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.8) 
Proof. Equation (3.5) is merely the observation that (3.3) does not 
depend upon the choice of Hp. Equation (3.8) follows from (3.6) and (3.7) 
follows from (3.5) upon expressing H,, - Hp,1 as C(Z,, - MP) for arbitrary 
C: p* x rs. Now use Hp,1 = G,' in (3.5), premultiply by G,, and apply (3.7) 
to obtain (3.6). n 
From (3.6), we get the analogue of (R2): If 2 E A, is a function of 
matrices Y, E Aq,, all of which are functions of X E A’?, then 
We now consider some particular patterns. In the following examples, all 
matrices X, Y, A, B are n x n, and 4 = n(n + 1)/2. 
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DEFINITION 3.4. For any square X, X,, is the lower triangle of X, X,. 
the upper triangle, and X, the diagonal, all augmented by zeros. Also, 
X ,,r) = X,, - X,, X,,, = X,, - X,. Thus, 
x = x,,, + x, + x,., = x,, + x,., = x,. + x,,,. (3.9) 
The matrices M,, p E { 1, u, d, Id, ud}, defined below effect the decom- 
position of vet X into orthogonal components vet X,,, vet X,,,, etc. This is 
useful in isolating those elements of a matrix which are functionally, but not 
linearly, dependent upon the others-see Examples 5.3 and 5.4 below. For 
pi {Z&d}, th e elements of vecX are ordered antilexicographically, for 
p E { u, ud } they are ordered 1exiEographically. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let JJV[ be the class of lower triangular matrices. Then 
1-I 0 : n*Xq, G; =G;, 
,I , + 1 
z 
n-,+1 i 
(3.10) 
For any X, triangular or not, 
G,T vecX=vyX,,=Gj+ vecX,,, M, vet X = vet X,, . (3.11) 
Consider the transformation Y = TX, with X, Y, T E JJ%‘[, for which 
(a,Y/J,X) = H,(Z,,@T)G,. Then (3.6) yields 
G,H,(Z,@T)G, = (Z,,@I’)G,. (3.12) 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let A,, be the class of upper triangular matrices. If 
X E A,,, then 
so that 
vecX = vecX’, 
II / 
Z (ll,rl,G,vecx = z(n,n) vecX'= vecX = G,,vecX. (3.13) II 11 
Since vecX varies freely, 
G,, = Z,n,n,G,, G: = G:, = G;+,,,,, M, = z(n,n,MJ(.,.)~ 
(3.14) 
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For arbitrary X, A, B, 
G:vecX=vecX,,=G,+vecX,,, M,, vet X = vet X,,, 
II 
G,+(A@B)G,, = G;(B@A)G,. (3.15) 
Applying (3.6) to the transformation Y = XS’, X, Y E dr, S E J?,, gives 
G,H,(S@Z,)G, = (S@Z,)G,. (3.16) 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let JH(, be the class of diagonal matrices. Then G,, = 
(E; . . . E,!,)‘: n2 x n, where 
Ei=diag(O *e. 0 1 0 ... 0); 
f 
and M,, = @ ,!’ ,Ei. For arbitrary X, 
G,r+ vecX=vecXD=G,T vecX,, 
d 
M, vet X = vet X,, (3.17) 
implying 
G,+Z,,,.,=Gd> M&.n,=Md. (3.18) 
Then for arbitrary A and B, 
G,+(A@B)G, = G;(B@A)G,,. (3.19) 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let Ard be the class of lower triangular matrices with 
null diagonals, A,,, the class of upper triangular matrices with null diago- 
nals. Then the relations (3.10)-(3.15) hold, with the notational changes 
i+i+l, l-+Zd, u+ud, L-+LD, U+UD. 
LEMMA 3.2. In each of the following identities, the matrices on the left 
are mutually orthogonul: 
(9 Mucl + M, = M,, 
(ii) M,, + M, = M,, 
(iii) M, + M,, = I, 
(iv) M, + M,, = I, 
(v) MU, + M, + M,, = I. 
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Proof. To establish the identities, consider the actions of the matrices on 
vet X for arbitrary X. Then since all are idempotent, they are mutually 
orthogonal. n 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let J%?~ be the class of symmetric matrices, with vecX 
ordered antilexicographically. Recall (3.1). We may take A, = @,“,(Oi In’_ i), 
yielding 
GiG,=diag(l,2 ,,.., 2;1,2 ,..., 2;...;1,2;1):=D,$:qXq. (3.20) 
As in Henderson and Searle [4], we have the identities 
Z (n,nF, =G,, G:Zc.,.,= G: > 
MS = Msz(n,“)= z(n,“)Ms =i(z + z(n,n)), (3.21) 
implying that for arbitrary A and B, 
G,+(AsB)G,=G:(B@A)G,, M,(A~A) = (ABA)M,. (3.22) 
By (3.21) and (3.2vi), 
~sP+z,n,.,) ==s+* (3.23) 
Consider the transformation Y = AXA’ with X, Y E A,, for which a,Y/J,X 
= H,( A@A)G,. Then (3.5), (3.6) yield 
H,(A@A)G, = G,+(A@A)G,, G,H,(A@A)G, = (A@A)G,, 
(ZZJAOA)G,)+= H,(A+BA+)G,. (3.24) 
By Theorem 3.7 of Deemer and Olkin [2], 
~z,(A~~A)G,)= IAI~+~. (3.25) 
The relations (3.24), (3.25) were also obtained by Henderson and Searle [4], 
without reference to matrix derivatives. If X E J?,~. then 
GIfG,vecX=G:vecX=vecX,=vecX, 
s I s 
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G,+ G,> = Gt; G, = G,;G, = G,:G,, = I,, i.e. { G,,G,,} c Z, 
G,’ E x; n q,,; (3.26) 
G,,+ =&(G; +G,;)=$G,+(I+I,,,~,I,)=G,tM,. (3.27) 
For arbitrary X, 
. (3.28) 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let JT,, be the class of skew-symmetric matrices, with 
vet X ordered antilexicographically. We may take A py = ( - Z,l, ,2 1J,2 
$5 
x4, ,, 1 j,2 x ,, )‘, yielding 
GFSS = 2z,,, n - 1)/Z) G>; = :G,;. (3.29) 
Proceeding as in the previous example, we find 
Z crl.,r,Gs, = - G,,, G:Z,.,.,= -G,:, (3.30) 
correcting Nel [12, p. 163, line 21; and 
%b=:(z-~(n,rL))= -M,,I,.,.,= -4n.n+YS~ G,sG:s=~-I(n,n); 
(3.31) 
G,:(A@@G,, = G: (B@A)G,,, M,,( A@A) = (A@A)M,,; 
KS@ - q”.?J = 2G:, 3 G&G,, = - G,:,,G,, = 1, (3.32) 
G,: = ;(Gl:, - G,:,,) = G&M,,; (3.33) 
G,, vet X = vet 
X-X’ 
i i 
2 , for ail X. 
bS 
(3.34) 
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As in Lemma 3.2, (3.34), together with (3.28) implies that M, and M,, are 
mutually orthogonal. Thus in Nel [12, p. 1631, the second product in line 2 
and both products in line 6 should be zero, rather than as stated there. 
Considering the transformation Y = AXA’, X, Y E M,,, and employing The- 
orem 3.10 of Deemer and Olkin [2] gives the analogues of (3.24) and (3.25): 
H,,(A@A)G,, = G=(A@A)G,,, G,,H,,(A@A)G,, = (A@A)G,,, 
(H,,(ABA)G,,(= ]A]n--l. (3.35) 
LEMMA 3.3. Let S E A!,,, T E A, be arbitrary. In the folbwing, the 
matrices in the second column are the inverses of those in the first, for any 
H,, H,, , E S,. The expressions in the third column are the determinants of the 
matrices in the first column. 
Inverse Determinant 
H,(S@I,,)G, H,,,(S- ‘@‘I,% ,s,tt+L~s,ii 
(=Oifr]SJ=O) 
G;(Z,@S)H; G;(l,@S-‘)H; 
G,i(l,,@T)G, G,~+(T-‘~T-l)G,~G:fT~Z,,)H; fit;, 
I 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
Proof. For (3.36) the invariance, under different choices of H,, follows 
from (3.9, with Y = XS’. Apply (3.8) to obtain the inverse. For the determi- 
nant, take transposes in Exercise 1.27(ii) of Srivastava and Khatri [18]. Recall 
that G: E yi4, and note that if ISI = 0, then there exists x # 0 with X’S = 0’. 
Then 
G,(x@x)= vecxx’#O, 
s 
and [G~+(x@x)]‘G~(S@Z,)G, = (x@x)‘(S@Zn)G, = (x’S@x’)G[ = 0’, using 
(3.2iii). Thus ]Gi(S@I,)G,] = 0 if JS( = 0. 
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The development of (3.37) is similar-consider Y = TX with X, Y, T E .L,, 
apply Theorem 3.8 of Deemer and Olkin [2], then take transposes. 
By (3.24), G:(SsZ,)G, = G:(Z,@S-‘)GF;(S@S)G,. Now (3.38) fol- 
lows from (3.37) and a further application of (3.24). The proof of (3.39) is 
similar. n 
4. SOME PROPERTIES OF G,+(As B)G, FOR ARBITRARY A AND B 
In this section, we evaluate determinants and inverses for some arrange- 
ments Gz(A@ B)G,, where A, B: n X R are arbitrary. Some of our results 
generalize those of Neudecker [13], who established Corollary 4.1 and Theo- 
rem 4.3 for A, B E Al, and Theorem 4.4 for simultaneously diagonalizable 
A,B E Ms. 
DEFINITION 4.1. For C: rr X n, 
ICIi=det(c,b)l..,,.i, 
iICI=det(C,b)i~.,ban’ 
C(i)=(C,b)l~a~n,l~b~i) 
C(n-i)= Cc > nb l,ca<n,i+l<bGn’ 
THEOREM 4.1. For A,B:nxn, IGT(A@B)G,J=O if IAI1Bj=O. Zf 
IAlIBI Z 0, then 
n-1 
IGT(A@B)G,]= ]A( JR]” iv1 ]AB-‘(i = ieO]A”i’i B;“_i,l. (4.1) 
Proof The proof of the first statement is similar to that used in establish- 
ing (3.36). Assume now that I A] (B] # 0. By taking a perturbation if necessary, 
we may assume that IAB-‘I, # 0 for all i. We can then write AB-’ as 
T-k-‘, where SEAR, T E Ml, sii = 1, tii = ]AB-l]i_i/(AB-l]i. (See, 
e.g., Exercise 1.20 of Srivastava and Khatri [18].) Applying first (3.12) then 
(3.24) gives 
G,t(A@B)G,=G:(Z@S)G,~G;(Z@T)G;G,+(AsA)G,. (4.2) 
The first equality in (4.1) then follows from (3.37) with H, = Gi, (3.39), and 
(3.25). Standard results on inverses and determinants of partitioned matrices 
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give 
‘AB-‘1, = IA 
j(i) j BT lB;n-i)‘, 
yielding the second equality in (4.1). 
COROLLARY4.1. ForA,B:n X n, 
n-1 
IG:(Ac~B)G,/=~- n(n-1)‘21Al JBI” n IB-‘Ali 
i=l 
n 
= 2-n(n-1)/2 n ‘A’“‘;B(,.,‘. 
i=O 
(4.3) 
Proof. Take transposes, recall (3.20), then use GS+’ = G,LI- r. R 
Note that applications of (1.3) and (3.14) give analogous expressions for 
IG:(A@B)G,J and IG:(A@B)G,J. 
Assume now that IG:(A@B)G,( # 0, so that (AB-‘1, Z 0 for all i and the 
decomposition BA - ’ = ST holds. 
THEOREM 4.2. With notation as above, 
[G;(A@B)G,] -‘=G,‘(A-l@A-‘)[(T-lcW1)G,D,G;(T@T)] 
where 
G,DSG;= 4 diag(6,.:.,0,,1,2 ,..., 2). 
i=l 
i-l n-i 
Proof. Applying (3.39), (3.24), (3.37) to (4.2), then using (3.26) and 
(3.12), then (3.24) gives 
[G:(A@B)G,] -1=G~(A-‘8A-‘)G,~G~(T-‘@T-‘)G, 
.G:(T@Z)G;G:(ZCC~)G~ 
=G:(A-‘@A-‘)G,-G:(T-‘sT-‘)G, 
.G;(T@Z)(Z@S-‘)G, 
= G:(A-‘@A-‘)(T-‘@T-‘)Gs 
eG;(TeT)(Z@AB-‘)G,. 
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But by (3.27) and (3.10), G,G;f = G,?‘D,sG, + = M,G,D,G;, whence the result 
follows by (3.22). H 
COROLLARY 4.2. Under the decomposition A-‘B = ST, S E A,,, T E Al, 
ti, = 1, 
[G:(ANB)G,] -‘= G,(ZW-A)[(S@S)G,Z$G;(S-‘W’)] 
. ( A-~RA~~)G,. 
Note from (3.10) that if B, j is the submatrix consisting of the last 
n - i + 1 rows and n - j + 1 columns of B, then G;(A@ B)G, = 
CaijBij)l<i,j<n' The determinant of this block matrix has a surprisingly 
simple form. 
THEOREM 4.3. For A, B: n X n, 
Proof. The first equality follows from (3.14). By taking a perturbation, if 
necessary, we may represent A, B as A = T,S,, B = S,T,, where T,, T2 E Jr, 
S,, S, E AZ,, S1,i, = SW ii = 1. Then by (3.16) and (3.12) 
so that by (3.12) (3.36) (3.10) and the construction of T1, 
=(G;(zBB)G,(.IT,I~+~~~ t,ii.i 
i=l 
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THEOREM 4.4. For A,B:nxn, IG:(A@B)G,I=O if IAIlBl=O. If 
]AJ]B] # 0, then 
(4.5) 
where XI,...,A, are the characteristic roots of AB - l. 
Proof. The proof of the first statement is similar to that used in establish- 
ing (3.36). Assume now that IAl IBI # 0, and put C= AB-‘. By (3.24) 
G:(A@B)G, = G:(C@I)G,-G:(B@B)G,, so that by (3.25), IG:(A@B)G,J 
= )B)“+‘IG,t(C@Z)G,I. Nowlet X1,..., X, be the roots of C, with character- 
istic vectors x r, . . . ,x n. Using (3.2iii) and (3.28) 
xi + xj 
=-vet xjx:+xixj 
2 s ( 9 
hi + A, 
= -_Gs+(xi@xj +xj@xi). 
Thus if the (hi + X j)/2 (i < j) are all distinct, they are the roots of G,‘(C@ 
Z)G,, whence JGS,(C@Z)G,] = IAB-‘lrIi, j(X, + Xj)/2. Taking a perturba- 
tion gives the general result. W 
COROLLARY 4.3. For C: n X n, 
trG,‘(C@Z)G, = trG:(Z@C)G, = 9 trC. 
5. EXAMPLES 
The results of Sections 2-4 allow one to easily manipulate many of the 
Jacobian matrices arising in multivariate statistical analysis. The three evalua- 
tions of Jacobian determinants given in Examples 5.1-5.3 below appear to be 
new. Magnus and Neudecker [8] discuss special cases of Example 5.1. 
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EXAMPLE 5.1. Let the transformation be Y, xn = AX’B’ + BXA’, where 
X E .Mr, Y E A,, and A, B are constant and arbitrary. Since vecY = [(B@ 
A)&*, ?I, +(A@B)]vecX = (I + Icn,nj )( A@ B)vec X, the Jacobian matrix is 
dsY/8,X = H,(I + I@,“) )( A@ B)G, = 2G: (A@ B)G,, by (3.23). Then by 
Corollary 4.1, 
= 2”(AI ]B]” h ]B-‘A],. 
i=l 
EXAMPLE 5.2. If the transformation is Y = AXB’ + BXA’ with X, Y E 
A,, then a,Y/a,X = 2G:( A@ B)G, with, in the notation of Theorem 4.4, 
I I g =pl”+‘~(xi+Aj). s i<j 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let Y,,x, have all leading principal minors nonzero, so 
that we may represent it uniquely as Y = TS, T 6 A,, S E .A’,, sii = 1. Here, 
we show that the Jacobian J for this transformation has 
n-1 
IJI+ = tlYJ Itiil”-i. 
Arrange the partial derivatives as 
I= 
a,y, a,r, 
a7 alAds 
~,lfY”Ll audy”D - ___ 
87 alais 
(5.1) 
From vecY =(S’@Z,)vecT we get, using (3.11), that vecY, = M,vecY = 
MI(S’@Z,)vecT, so that d,Y,/8,T = G~M,(S’@Z,)G, = G:(S’@Z,)G,. The 
other terms are calculated in a similar fashion, yielding _/ = (G:’ i Gzi)‘(S’@ 
I jZ@T)(G,@G,,). Noting that products ABC and BCA have the same 
nonzero characteristic roots, we have that J is the product of the roots of 
(S’@I)M, +(Z8T)Mu,. Using (3.10) and Lemma 3.2, we see that this matrix 
is lower triangular, with diagonal @I!!‘,diag(t,, ,..., ti_l,i_l, sii ,..., sii), from 
which (5.1) follows. 
The next example uses the following result, due to S. N. Roy, from Olkin 
and Roy [15]. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let x E R”‘+” be subject to n constraints g(x) = Onxl. 
Partition x as 
and let y E R m be a function of x. Then, under the conditions of the 
implicit-function theorem, 
EXAMPLE 5.4. If Y: p x n has rank p < n, then we may express it as 
Y pXn = TpxpIpxn, where T E A,, tii > 0, and II’= I,. This transformation 
is central to the derivation of the Wishart distribution, and its Jacobian was 
evaluated by Olkin and Roy [15], using Theorem 5.1 above. We believe that 
the following derivation, also based on Theorem 5.1, is somewhat simpler. In 
the theorem, put y = vecY: pn X 1. Partition I as I = (Apxp ia2px(n_-pj). Put 
i 
vecT ‘\ P(P+~v~ 
I 
x1 = ;fa”A ~(~-1)/2 :pnXl, x,=vecA, 
1 
, vecQ, p(n-P) 
/ 1 
Xl 
g(x)=vec(rrf-I,), x= x2 . 
\ I 
Then x is a permutation of 
and II’ = I, are the p(p + 1)/2 constraints of the theorem, regarded as 
constraining vet A. The absolute value of the Jacobian is then 
I 
IJ’+= 2 = I I 
avecY, vecrr’ avec rr’ 
1+ avecr :ecT ’ 1 
a&A ( 
+ 1 + 
252 
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we take differentials in PI?’ = AA’ + MI’, holding D fixed, and obtain 
vet drP= 2Gs+( R@Z,)G,v~c dA. 
s 
By Corollary 4.1, 
ihec rrr 
s 1 I avecA + =2pilTjl(lAli)+. 
We easily find that 
with determinant IT]“] - 2G:(r 69 Z,)(Z, @ F)(rj @ Z,)G[] = 
( - 2)p(P+1)/2~TI”IG~(Zp~T-‘)G,(. This is evaluated by writing G: as 
0, ‘G,;, and then taking transposes in (3.37). The result is ( - 
l)p(P+1)‘22plT(nnp,,ti~i, whence 
VI+= fI&. 
t + 
EXAMPLE 5.5. We first recall some recent results of Tyler [20]. Suppose 
that yr, . . . , y,, is a random sample from a p-dimensional elliptically symmetric 
population with density f(y) = ]Z]-‘/2g((y - t~)‘2 ~ ‘(y - t.r)), where Z > 0. 
Let { V, } be a consistent sequence of affinely invariant estimators of Z -e.g. 
sample covariances, maximum-likelihood estimators, robust M-estimators. Put 
Z = Zp ‘/‘V zp1/2’, where Z = 21/2E1/2’, V,, = V:/2V:/2’. Then Z, is a 
cinsistent eszmator of I,, based upon a sample with density f(z) = g(z’z). 
Suppose that 
&(Z*-Zp) 5% (1) 
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where Z has a radial distribution, i.e. QZQ’ - Z for all orthogonal Q. Tyler 
shows that the covariance matrix of any such Z is of the form 
cov[vecZ]:=C=a,(Z+Z~,,,,)+o,(vecZ)(vecZ)’ (5.2) 
for some constants (I, 2 0, es 2 - 2a,/p defined by v~~[zrs] = ai, 
cov[zrr, zss] = a,, v~~[zii] = 20, + us. Under quite general conditions, 
vet Z - NP2(0, C). (2) 
If (1) and (2) hold, then 
nvec (Z, - Zp) 5 N,(O, H,CHJ) [9 = PC P + w211 
s 
with a nonsingular covariance matrix if a2 > - 20,/p; hence 
n vec(Z”- ( s zp))‘(Hpz;)-lv~(Z,-zp) q(;. 
With 
Cx: 9 x 9: = H,~(Z”‘~~“‘)Gs.H,CH:. [ H,(Z”2c@/2)G,7]‘, 
we then have 
n(v~(v~-Z))‘C,‘(v~(v~-P)j 5x;. (5.3) 
A Taylor series expansion of V,-’ about B-l, using (2.5) and (3.24), shows 
that, with 
DE:: 9 x 9: = [ H,(Z_ 1’2’~~~1’2r)Gs]H,CH,‘[H,(Z~“2’~~--’/2’)G,]’, 
we have 
n(vec(V;‘-Z-l)j’D;l(vec(V,-‘-Z-‘)j 5~:. (5.4) s S 
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Suppose that ur, as either are known, or have consistent estimators 8,, &. 
Since V,, is consistent for Z, one can obtain asymptotic, ellipsoidal confidence 
regions for Z and B -’ by replacing C, with C, and D, with D, rl in (5.3) 
and (5.4) respectively. In fact, (5.3) already describes an ellipsoidal confi- 
dence region for 2 - ‘, and (5.4) an ellipsoidal region for Z, without further 
estimation of C, or D,. 
LEMMA 5.1. With Z, as above, put k = u,/(2a, + pa& 
Then X, and the following three quantities are equal: 
- 2zl [tr(Z,-Z~)2-ktr2(Z~-~p)], (4 
n( vec(V, - Z))‘C;lvec(V,, - Z), 
9 s 
(ii) 
‘DGnlvec (V;’ - 2-l). 
s 
(iii) 
Put 
Y,=&[vec(Z,‘-Z,)]‘[Z-k(vecZ)(vecZ)’]vec(Z,’-Zp). 
Then Y, and the following three quantities are equal: 
n(vp(V;1-Z-1))‘D~1vy(V;‘-2-1), (v) 
n(vec(V, - X))‘C,‘vec(V, - 2). 
s s 
(vi) 
Proof. We prove the first part; the second is similar. That X, equals the 
quantity at (i) follows from the identity (vet A)‘vec B = trA’Z3. Consider the 
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expression (iii). Using (3.23), (3.20) we find 
H,CHJ= 2a,DS-‘+ 02( vecz)(vecz)‘, 
s S 
so that 
(zzsczz;) -l =&G;[Z-k( vet Z)(vec I)'] G,. 
1 
Then using (2.2), (3.24), and the identity tr( ABC) = tr( BCA), the quantity at 
(iii) is 
~[vec(V~/2’Z~‘V,‘/2-Z)]‘[Z-k(vecZ)(vecZ)’] 
I 
.vec( VJ/e’2-1V~/2 - Z) 
=- 2~1[tr(Z,-Z)2-ktr2(Z~-Z)]=~ 
The reduction of (ii) to X, is similar. 
The following is now immediate. 
8 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that (I~, o2 are known. Zf conditions (1) and (2) 
in Example 5.5 hold, then 
2 
x,, Y” -+ x”,. 
Whether (1) and (2) hold or not, let F,, G, be the d. f.‘s of X,, Y,, respec- 
tively. Then a lOO(1 - a)% confidence ellipsoid for vet 2-l is 
s 
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A lOO(1 - a)% confidence ellipsoid for vet Z is 
s 
n( vec(z:-v,,)j’c~,l vec(Z-V,)<G,L’(l-a). (5.6) s s 
Consider now the region described by (5.5) and assume that we sample 
from a N&p, Z) population. Let V,, be the unbiased sample covariance matrix 
C;(y, - y)(y, - F)‘/(n - 1). For normal populations, ur = 1, u2 = 0, k = 0, and 
(n - l)Z, -W&Z, n - l), the Wishart distribution. Put N= n - 1; let U,, - 
W&Z, N). In order that the statistic have, in finite samples, its asymptotic 
expectation, we set 2, = [(n - l)/n]X,, with d.f. F,,. Then 
E[gn]=q, a,,:,;, E[U,]=NZ,, and X’,- & tr( U,v - NZ,)2. 
The confidence region becomes 
Z,x =N[vec(Z-‘-V~‘)]‘(V,@V,)vec(C-‘-Vnp’)< Fn(l-a). 
We note that Nagao [ll] has proposed X’, (his “Z’i”) as a test statistic for the 
hypothesis Ha: Z = Z, against HA: Z # 2,, with U, = NV,Z, ‘. Nagao ob- 
tains an expansion of the form Fnpl(l - o) = ~$1 - cu)+ c,/N + O(Nm2), 
with c, given explicitly. 
For the region (5.6) we proceed similarly. Let 
v 
n 
= t (Yi -Y)(Y,-F)’ 
1 
N-p-l ’ 
set 
C 
(P + l)(N- l)(N- P +3) 
“N= (N+1)[N(p+1)-(p+1)2+2] ’ 
and let Yn = c p NY,,, with d.f. G’,. Then 
with 
E[yn] =9, $x”,, E[U,-‘] = Ip N-p-l’ 
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The confidence region becomes 
‘?, = ncP, N [vec(8-V,)]‘(V;‘@V[‘)vec(Z--V,)<6,’(1-cu). 
See Wiens [21] for asymptotic expansions of 6, and c~ ‘. 
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